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Brace yourselves. More Instagram ads are coming

After first launching advertising in 2013, Instagram has now opened its API to several of Facebook's marketing partners as
the company seeks to leverage its 300 million monthly active users to improve its bottom line.

In addition to the first Sponsored Photo and Video ad options, the Facebook subsidiary rolled out
call-to-action buttons encouraging users to 'Shop Now', 'Learn More' or 'Install Now' in June 2015.
The highly engaging Carousel ad units are also available and work especially well for product listing
ads.

Advertisers will be able to take advantage of user targeting functionality similar to some of what is
available in Facebook with demographic, interest and customer audience targeting based on
Advertiser CRM data.

One of the most attractive aspects of advertising via Instagram is the platform's superior engagement
rates when compared to Twitter and Facebook. Instagram delivering engagement rates of 3.1% to
4.2% while Twitter and Facebook see engagement rates of approximately 0.7%.

What does this mean for Instagram's largely Millennial userbase? Facebook
continues to see less activity among this demographic, as Baby Boomers
continue to be the fastest growing segment on the platform. Will they
demonstrate a similar intolerance to advertising as they did on Facebook or
have advertisers and advertising algorithm designers learned their lesson?

It will be interesting to see how the paid vs branded organic vs user-
generated content mix will play out in the Instagram feed given the premium
its users place on authenticity and creative ingenuity.

It seems that it will be the advertisers with the necessary budget, creativity
and understanding of their audience and context, who will most quickly gain
traction in a largely untapped platform with massive potential.
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